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Believers bible commentary by mcdonald online

Let biblical study be a part of everyday life with thorough yet easy-to-read commentary that turns complicated theology into practical understanding. The second edition of the Believer Bible Commentary is a one-volume guide that helps the average reader develop basic knowledge of the Bible. This commentary, written
by the late William MacDonald, explores the deeper meaning of every Biblical book and addresses controversial issues from a theologically conservative perspective while presenting alternative views. As a friendly introduction to Bible study, the Bible commentary of the Believer gives the scripture light and context in the
easy-to-understand language. Features: Introductions, notes, and bibliographies of each book in the BibleBalanced approach to language studies and useful applicationsNotes of text supplemented by practical applications of spiritual truths and study of typology, where necessaryColor maps of the Holy Land and other
useful study will help Youcan use any Bible translation, but the best use of the New King James version make bible study is a part of everyday life in the thorough yet easy-to-use believing Bible MacDonald addresses the contentious issues face to face, taking theologically conservative stand, but presents alternative
views on fairness. The Believer Bible Commentary is a friendly guide to exploring the deeper meaning of any Bible book. Features: Nelson's best-selling Bible commentaryBalanced approach to language studies and useful applicationEasily understand Click on the feature to learn more. For more information, tap a
feature. Resource Guide The Resource Guide is the most powerful feature of the Olive Bible App. As you read the Bible in the main window, the Resource Guide follows you through and displays relevant Bible study information in your study notes, commentaries, maps and more. Commentary/Study Notes Gain
knowledge of every passage of the Bible, exactly when you need it. The resource guide will let you know if the information in this address is relevant to the information in the main window. You can also keep track with you as you read through the Bible. Maps Curious where the ancient Israelites city is located to just
read? Check out the map in the Resource Guide you can find for you, zoom- or so full screen – or both. Dictionary It's much more than a traditional dictionary. As you read the Bible, the Resource Guide pulls up articles from this dictionary. You can also select words in the text and tap Search to access relevant
information in a pop-up. Charts Learn more about visually appealing information. Do you know what charts there are? The Resource Guide automatically retrieves charts from any relevant source as you learn. Sketches Look at how books in the Bible are defined and the annotations will be structured. You can also
access them from the Resource Guide if you to the part you are reading, providing additional context. Introductions Quickly find information about a book on the Bible, author, date, audience, purpose, and other topics. If you have an introduction to the book the Bible is about to read, the Resource Guide makes it easily
accessible to you. Related verses Did your source mention a scripture passage, but do you not remember what the verse says? Never be afraid. Tap the attached verse and you'll see a pop-up that can quickly and easily access the poem in context. More available: iPad, iPhone, Android, Kindle Fire, Mac and Windows.
William MacDonald's Believer's Bible Commentary, Second Edition offers concise, accessible, yet thorough commentary that equips newcomers of faith and season believers alike to make bible study a part of everyday life. Covering all verses of the Bible, it provides a permeable, reliable, and comprehensive help. Face-
to-face treatment of difficult sections seeks to provide a clear understanding through a balanced approach. This revised and expanded second edition of Thomas Nelson's bestselling commentary now has fourteen pages of colorful maps of the Holy Land along with additional study aids. A believer in Bible commentary,
Second Edition is designed to be used in all biblical translations and yields a friendly guide to exploring the deeper meaning of any biblical book. The author William MacDonald was president of Emmaus Bible College, teacher, Plymouth Brothers theologian and prolific author of more than 84 published books. MacDonald
refused to accept royalties from his books, but set up a fund for translating the work of Believers Bible commentary into foreign languages. The editor Arthur L. Farstad served as the senior editor of the New King James translation of the Bible. Dr. Farstad was a well-honored Greek scholar and theologian who taught
Greek studies at the Dallas Theological Seminary. In addition to NKJV, he also worked as a consultant editor for the New Scofield Study Bible and co-editor of the New Greek Association, according to the majority text, and was editor of the Grace Evangelical Society journal. ISBN: 9780718031145 You can also like...
Showing the following 1-30, start with Believer's Bible Commentary review Mar 08, 2013 Carl Jones rated it as amazing · review of another edition has been studying with this book for just over six months and I hope to fill it out within the year. I found the comments from William MacDonald that were all helpful. We don't



use many of his books in the Bible Collage (New Tribes Mission), so I'm no stranger to his writings. I am reading it along the lines of a NASB/Message Parallel Bible. The NASB is my usual study bible, the message is not, but every now and then the message doesn't bring out points that are missing, although thi has
been studying with this book for just over six months and hope to fill it out within the year. I have The comments by William MacDonald to be at quite helpful. We don't use many of his books in the Bible Collage (New Tribes Mission), so I'm no stranger to his writings. I am reading it along the lines of a NASB/Message
Parallel Bible. The NASB is my usual bible study, the message is not, but every now and then the message doesn't bring out points that are missed, although this is usually due to the interpretation that way off the wall that I go back to the NASB that we are actually taught! The biblical commentary of the believers
includes scripture from the point of view of a dispensation, and there is a brief overview of dispensations and a slightly larger overview of covenants, all of which are excellent and can be seen praising each other rather than being in opposition. The Supplements section is also an excellent source of study. The
introduction and outline of each book is informative without being bogged down in endless views, with Endnotes and Bibliography useful for further study. Obviously, William MacDonald spent a lot of time studying scripture and the end result is a commentary that glorifies God and gives the rightful standout of the Lord
Jesus Christ. Would I be happy to be marooned on a desert island with only the Bible and believers Bible commentary to learn? The answer would be an unlimited yes. This is the only commentary I possess (I have many book commentary and many commentaries on the only book in the Bible)I have looked at some
commentary books, but this is by far the best I have come across, and I have not hesitated to recommend it to serious students of Scripture, or even to those who want to study only a certain part. It must be part of every Christian library. ... more February 18, 2012 Josh rated this amazing Excellent Commentary. It's easy
to read. You don't have to be a theologian to understand MacDonald. Yet it's full of information and insight. My father-in-law gave me this book for my birthday. The Bible can be hard to read. The study Bible may help, but the commentary goes in more detail. Bill MacDonald seems natural to read this man I've never met
before, as Bill has written a lot of books, but this is probably the best. The style of writing is clear and vivid, and it amouss me how well he reads. I just disagreed with some of the theological points, but overall it was very helpful on August 16, 2010 Heidi is currently reading that I started using this commentary for my daily
reading in January. My parents have been using it for some time for daily readings. I was initially completely resistant because I felt I barely had time to read the Scriptures part and never wanted to just replace one's writings with God. I was also afraid that I might end up with someone else's opinion, rather than letting
the Holy Ghost work through unmanipulated bible verses. I decided to take the time, even if I couldn't finish the I started using this commentary in my daily reading in January. My parents have been using it for some time for daily readings. I was initially completely resistant because I felt I barely had time to read the
Scriptures part and never wanted to just replace one's writings with God. I was also afraid that I might end up with someone else's opinion, rather than letting the Holy Ghost work through unmanipulated bible verses. But I decided to take time, even if I could not finish a chapter. I also don't see the difference between
reading commentary from a respected Bible scholar and listening to a God-fearing minister locally. I am reading it in conjuction with my own NT read and reading it aloud to my teens with our OT readings. I think we've all been blessed with the process and it really helps me connect to parts where I've never seen a
relationship before. ... more June 16, 2012 S so far it's amazing it's by far one of the best commentaries I've ever used. William MacDonald knows how to provide information in a way that everyone understands thoroughly. I use this book almost every time I read or study the Bible. On a scale of one to ten, I'd give him
12. Love! GC Pease so far it was amazing December 14, 2018 Juan so far it was amazing October 21, 2020 Rachel so far it's been amazing August 11, 2019 Dan Mauric so far it's been amazing November 13, 2012 Wayne Krech so far I really liked May 10, 2015 Terrie so far it was amazing April 04, 2014 Mark Whorton
so far it was amazing Jan 04 , 2016 Jessie The so far I really liked August 12 , 2015 2015
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